
The Great Outdoors:  

Spring/Summer ‘17 
Landscaping Trends



With the last few years of landscape design being dominated 

by vertical gardens, extravagant feature walls and pavers 

galore, spring brings in trends that have been simplified by 

adding a touch of luxury to Australian backyards. Perfect for 

relaxing with loved ones and appreciating the great outdoors.

So, what’s trending in landscape design this season? Prepare 

yourself for a relaxed, luxurious escape, encompassing nature, 

year-round comfort, edible gardening and the calm feeling 

of open green spaces. Get ready for all the inspiration you 

need to help create a private oasis in your own backyard. 

It’s official; we Aussies would 

rather be outside than indoors. 

More and more Australians are 

opting to take advantage of the 

beautiful weather and entertain 

outside all year-round.
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“This season is all about 

appreciating the natural 

environment. Let’s spend 

more time outside!”



Water features are not only a great way to not only add a beautiful, natural effect to your yard, 

they also have a multitude of benefits. Water features like a natural pond attract birds and 

other wildlife to your yard; instead of the neighbours talking, you will have a chorus of whistles 

and chimes to drink your morning coffee to. 

The reflective properties of water can make your backyard seem bigger. To maximise the 

water’s reflection, you should opt for darker materials surrounding your pond or fountain.  

Water is known for its calming properties - just the sound of running water has been found 

to have a relaxing and positive effect on our mental health; the perfect thing to come home to 

after a long day at work. 

With outdoor spaces becoming smaller and smaller, plunge pools have become the popular 

choice for backyard swimming. Not only are pools an entertainment hub for all ages, they 

act as a large-scale water feature for your yard, especially deep plunge pools with effective 

lighting to liven the space.

TREND #1: Natural water features

TREND #2: Plunge pools
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Gone are the large pergolas in the middle of your beautiful yard, replaced instead with 

the appeal of trees and naturally shady backyard nooks. Certain trees are perfect for our 

Australian summers, providing all important shade for our gardens (and us too).  

Some of the best shade-giving trees for our environment are:

TREND #3: Embrace natural shade

CREPE MYRTLE

This variety is perfect for 

smaller gardens, thanks to 

their medium height and 

prolific flowering. The Crepe 

Myrtle (Lagerstroemia)

comes in both white and 

pink flowering varieties. 

TURKEY OAK

For big and spacious gardens, 

Turkey Oak (Quercus cerris) 

is a this is a long-lived, 

easily maintained large and 

absolutely beautiful tree, 

with a particularly stunning 

orange autumn colour.

PAGODA TREE

The Pagoda tree (Sophora 

japonica) is slightly larger 

than the Crepe Myrtle and 

provides the perfect, dappled 

shade. It’s a stunning feature 

in any garden, making the 

space livable all year round.



“Research shows that 
connecting to nature 
and being around 
trees and grass has 
a positive impact on 
your mental health 
and well-being.”



Edible gardens are no new idea, but with the increasing popularity of organic eating 

and living, it’s no surprise that the garden to plate movement is trending. From balcony 

containers to backyard spreads, edible gardens can be any shape or size and can be 

tailored to whatever herbs, vegetables or fruits your heart (and climate) desires.  

As yards get smaller, Australians are making a more conscious effort to appreciate their 

outdoor space. Rather than full pavement and big statues, we are opting for paired back, 

natural and luscious green gardens and lawns.  Perfect for kids to safely explore all 

afternoon and for those summer night BBQ’s with friends, you just can’t match that calm, 

cool feeling of green grass beneath your feet. As well as having room to move, a turf lawn 

has many added benefits, such as:

Improved air quality

Having turf around your home improves the quality of the air.  It filters the miniscule 

particles of dirt and dust that float in the air, as well as trapping smoke and other air 

pollutants that might be present. These particles and pollutants can lead to irritated eyes, 

allergies and breathing difficulties, especially in children.

 It reduces noise

Grass absorbs sound and is reported to reduce roadside noise by up to 40%. This means 

a grass front and backyard can reduce noise from the street and from the neighbours, 

making your home even more quiet and relaxing after a long day at work.

It’s good for your mental health

Green spaces and clean air are noted to alleviate stress, induce relaxation and creativity, 

and simply improve your mood. Backyards are always a welcome retreat after a busy day, 

and when you have a lush green lawn to sink your feet into, it produces a soothing and 

calm reaction from your body. 

TREND #4: Edible gardening

TREND #5: Yards are becoming greener again
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Adding gorgeous flowers to your garden can really transform the space. Adding colour and 

class, the popularity of pastel flowering varieties has been rapidly increasing this year.  

Our favourite flowers to add a little pizzazz to your green outdoor areas are:

As a feature, a fire pit doesn’t need to be huge and extravagant, or even a permanent feature.  

There are portable fire pits in a wide variety of shapes and sizes available to suit any space.  

Living in an enclosed area? If a sizzling fire feature isn’t an option for you, there are artificial 

alternatives, including artificial flame lighting or a simple lighting feature. These will emit an 

illustrious glow in your backyard.  It’s all about the subtle and relaxing vibes that different 

lighting or fire can provide within your outdoor space, taking it from afternoon sanctuary into 

a glowing oasis in the evening. 

TREND #6: Pretty pastel flowers

TREND #7: Set the Mood with fire and lighting

HYDRANGEAS 

The pretty bouquet style 

flowers are a special addition 

to any backyard and come in a 

range of colours, from blue and 

purple to pink and classic white. 

PEONIES

Peony Roses are outrageously 

beautiful when in bloom with 

their stunning layer upon layer 

of rich pastel colours.

CHERRY BLOSSOMS

This celebrated Japanese flower 

blossoms a beautiful pink in 

the spring, but unfortunately 

are more comfortable in a 

colder climate, such as the Blue 

Mountains. 
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“There’s nothing more 
comforting than sitting  
in front of a flickering 
flame with loved ones.  
A fireplace provides 
warmth and a welcoming 
ambient glow in any 
atmosphere.”



There you have it! This season’s landscaping trends 

are being dominated with paired back design; 

highlighted by open spaces, greenery and entertaining 

outside in a beautiful and natural environment. 

When you are ready to find the perfect backyard, look 

no further than the wide range of locally-grown turf 

and high-quality fertilising products available from Go 

Turf. As a family-run business based on the Sunshine 

Coast, we make the process easy for our customers! 

Go Turf is the largest independent turf producer on 
the Sunshine Coast. Supplying developers, builders, 
landscapers, home owners and other turf producers. 

Call us on 1300 781 175 today and be confident in the 
quality and service of your brand new, green lawn. 

goturf.com.au


